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Student
expelled as he

laces murder
charges
by Kathryn Lake
Editor-in-Chief

On Wednesday, Bryce Dawson Fortier was charged
with second-degree murder in Everett District Court, in
relation to the shooting death of Christopher Chandler, a
Kirkland man on Oct. 27.
Fortier, a former Central Washington University student, was expelled Tuesday afternoon while in Snohomish
County Jail. Fortier is being held on $500,000 bail after
his arrest Sunday.
"If they [Snohomish County Prosecutors] have enough
to charge him, we have enough to expel him," said Jack
Baker, assistant to the vice president for student affairs
and enrollment management.
Snohomish County Prosecutors have until Nov. 16 to
charge Fortier in Superior Court or he will be released
without having to post bail. At any point after Nov. 16, the
prosecutors can still charge him.
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Washoe, a member of the CHCI family.

Washoe
passesawav
Tuesdav night
The Chimpanzee and Human Communication lnstitute's (CHCI) matriarch chimpanzee, Washoe Pan satyrus
passed away from a brief illness 8 p.m. Tuesday night.
"It's a real loss for the university, the community and
especially the folks that are involved," said Wayne Quirk,
associate vice president of the office of graduate studies
and research.
Washoe was 42-years-old. She died at the CHCI institute with her companion chimpanzees.
A memorial is set for Nov. 12, more details about the
memorial will be on the Friends of Washoe Web site
www.friendsofwashoe.org.
"We are very sad about the loss of Washoe," Mary Lee
Jensvold, assistant director of CHCI, said.
Washoe was extensively trained in American Sign Language vocabulary. According to the CHCI Web site, she
was the first non-human animal to acquire a human language and teach it to her adopted son Loulis.

by Chelsea Krotzer
News editor

Ruthi Erdman is a senior lecturer in the English department at Central Washington University. When she began teaching at Central in
1989 she made around $18,000 per year for
teaching 45 credit hours as a non-tenured track
faculty member with a three-year-old daughter
tagging along.
Today, nearly 19 years later, Erdman is still a
non-tenured track faculty member, and brings
home just under $30,000 per year. She is a single parent and her son is now a junior at Central. Her daughter is a fifth year senior at Gonzaga University. One year's tuition at Gonzaga
is over the amount Erdman grosses in a year.
Both of Erdman's children received scholarships in order to attend college.
At one time, Erdman qualified for earned
income credit. During their childhood, her
children were given reduced school lunches in
school. The family shopped for their clothes in
thrift stores and often dried their laundry on a
rack, hoping to save any way possible.
"With a master's degree and 19 years at
Central, along with the help of the union, I
make about as much as a high school drop out
who has worked at Albertsons for five years,"
Erdman said.
The non-tenure track faculty program is a
national issue that has yet to be fu Ily

''with a master's degree and 19 years at Central,
along with help of the union, I make about as much
as a high school dropout working at Albertsons. ' '
RUTHI ERDMAN, SENIOR LECTURER

addressed. According to Erdman, Central's program is better than some.
"There are universities where non-tenured
track don't even get offices, whereas here I get
a nice office," Erdman said. "We are, in a
sense, ahead of the nation."
Non-tenure track faculty salary originally
topped out at $25,000 for faculty with master's
degrees in the years 2003 and 2004. It wasn't
until the faculty union was instated that Erdman got her one and only promotion.
The faculty union granted non-tenured
track faculty with more than five years experience with excellent service the title of senior
lecturer and a salary of $30,000. Faculty in Erdman's case, with 10 or more years with excellent service, received the title and pay raise
automatically.
Erdman, like many other non-tenured track
faculty, has made a living regardless of the fact
she did not have the same financial freedom as
others. Instead, she was bogged down with an
overload of classes just to make ends meet.

"Usually, you have time or you have money, and I had neither," Erdman said.
Erdman's career choice had little to do with
financial gain. According to Erdman, she knew
she could make more money in a high school

setting.
"I want to teach adults," Erdman said. "It's
not the classroom [that's the problem], it's the
lack of pay, the lack of respect as being considered a part-time temp."
Despite the 19 years Erdman has put into
Central as a non-tenured track faculty member,
she is still considered part time, or in a temporary position. Everyone on a quarter contract is
considered part time, regardless of how much
they teach: Most non-tenured track faculty is
on quarterly or yearly contracts.
"To stay within state law, we have the ability to extend the contracts to a year," Wayne
Quirk, associate vice president of the college
of graduate studies, said.
SEE NON-TENURE PAGE 4
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Walk it out: high school
students protest Iraq war
by Maggie Schmidt
Photo editor

Late Friday morning, on the corner
of 3rd and Main Street, 19 student voices chanted "Bush lied, thousands died."
They were informed that it was National
School Walkout Day to protest against
the war in Iraq.
These students chose to walk out of
class at 9:11 a.m. from Ellensburg High
School and Excel Alternative High School.
"Teenagers don't really have a voice,
so it's important for us to do it in
protest," Ashley Copin, EHS sophomore, said.
Signs were held high for passing
traffic to see "make love, not war" and
"honk for peace."
"The Alternative school [students)
made [signs] in the classroom because the
teacher was in support of [the cause],"
said Kellie Carns, Excel sophomore.
Some passing vehicles honked in
support of the students' cause. One
vehicle found it necessary to scare the
protesters by cutting the corner so far
the vehicle almost hit two protesters.
"People have flipped us off,
screamed, but not to run us over,"
Angelique McClough, EHS sophomore,
said. "That's pretty extreme."
Students planned this protest a week
in advance. They started their protest
walking from Ellensburg High School to
Safeway, over to Jerrol's Book and Supply and then to the Daily Record.
"Me and my brother got a lot of people to come," Justin Becker, EHS freshman, said.
Even though the students exercised
freedom of speech, the students are sti II
receiving penalties. Students who left
their classes early are possibly facing an
unexcused absence.
According to Rob Moffat, assistant
principal of Ellensburg High School, it

Maggie Schmidt/Observer

High school students walk out of classes to protest the Iraq war, chanting
"Bush lied, thousands died," "make love, not war" and "honk for peace."

is wrong to say those who attended the
protest were punished. It's up to the parents to excuse the students.
"Students marked absent have ·a
deadline of three days to become
excused by their parent or guardian,"

Moffat said.
Students with unexcused absences
face consequences such as after-school
detention or Saturday school.
"It's definitely worth detention,"
Becker said.

SOLTZ SEEKS BLOOMSBURG UNIVERSITY PRESIDENCY
• Crosswalk Closure: The Science Building "D"
Street crosswalk along with the crosswalk on the east
side of "D" Street will be closed until Nov. 16.
• Dean Hall: Renovations are still underway for
Dean Hall, with an expected completion in
Fall 2008.

Central Washington University Provost David Soltz is
one of three finalists trying to become the president at
Bloomsburg University, Pennsylvania.
This is his third time being a finalist. He was a finalist at
Southern Utah University and Colorado State University,Pueblo as well. Saltz has been nominated every time.
Saltz views himself as prepared for the job, proclaiming himself an "internal president'' of the university, sharing similar responsibitities.
"I really like what I'm doing at Central and would love
to stay here longer," Soltz said.
Despite his wishes, Soltz said that it would be the best

career move. He currently is seeking schools that are simirar to Central, like Bloomsburg.
According to Soltz, Bloomsburg and Central share
similar campus sizes, missions, distribution of academic
programs and are located in rural areas. The Bloomsburg
University system is made up of 14 universities that Soltz
would be in charge of, if he were to get the job.
As a finalist, he spent two and a half days on the
campus during the second week of September, and will
be revisiting early this month. If Soltz gets the position, an in.terim provost
replacement would have to be found in January.
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Approximately
180 faculty join ,
together to vote
for next move
by Chelsea Krotzer
News editor
The hands of approximately 180
faculty members filled the air in a unanimous vote for "heck no" at the faculty
rally last Thursday. The vote means faculty will, under no circumstances,
accept the administration's offer at the
bargaining table.
"We are backed up by the faculty
knowing that the faculty is going to
back us through this process," said Bob
Hickey, United Faculty of Central (UFC)
president.
The administration was not
informed nor aware of the faculty's
scheduled rally
"We view the fact that they pulled
that many faculty together in one place
as a good thing," said Wayne Quirk,
associate vice president of the office of
graduate studies and research.
The rally was called in order to find out
what the faculty, as a whole, wanted the
next move to be at the bargaining table.
"We're here to find out how hard
you want us to fight," Hickey said at the
opening of the rally.
Participants in the rally were welcomed by a PowerPoint screen stating,
"Facultyrally to support your bargaining team: compensate the faculty for
what we're worth."
Hickey went through the slide show
highlighting major points about the faculty bargaining agreement and where
the faculty currently stands.
"It's halftime and we're in the locker
room trying to figure out what to do in the
second half," Hickey said to the crowd.
The main concern of the bargaining
team was in regard to state accumulated
dollars. The state provided 5.2 percent
over the next biennium in cost of living
adjustments intended for the faculty.
According to Hickey, the administration wants to divide the COLA over

compensation, performance awards
and chair stipends.
Most faculty members receive less
than the 5.2 percent allocated, which
doesn't even keep up with the inflation
rate, Hickey said. Last year raises were
double what the state allocated. Now
the university does not meet up to peer
institutions, making only the 40th percentile.
What the bargaining team is seeking
now is a COLA that reflects inflation
rates and the administration's goal of
parity with peer institutions.
They also wish to ensure that a state
allocated COLA is distributed as such,
which received a round of applause by
the audience.
·
Questions fielded by rally participants regarded how they were going to
get the administration's attention.
, "It's outrageous that they are paying
themselves over $100,000 and faculty
is getting short changed," Dieter Romboy, associate professor· of German,
said at the meeting. "That $100,000 is
for less than stellar service."
A date has yet to be set to return to

(509) 963-102 7
The Observer office, located in
Bouillon 222, is open weekdays
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Submissions can be brought to
the office; e-mailed to
Observer@cwu.edu; mailed to
Observer at Central Washington
University, Ellensburg, WA
98926 or faxed to
(509) 963-102 7.
• Friday, 5 p.m. Entertainment, meetings,
calendar events.
•Monday, 3 p.m. -Weekend .
sports information.
•Monday, 5 p.m. - Letters to
the editor.
•Thursday, 5 p.m. - Display ads.
• Monday, 5 p.m. Classified ads.

"THIS BEAUTIFUL. ROOM IS 50
COMFORTABLE.''

To contact an advertising
representative, call our
business office at (509)963-1026
or fax information to
(509) 963-102 7.
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Top: Faculty members fill up a classroom in Hebeler Hall. The unanimous
vote was for "heck no," stating "under no circumstances will we accept
the administration's offer. Go back and fight for what we're worth to this
institution."
Above: United Faculty of Central President Bob Hickey stands ·before the
crowd as he asks for the final vote by faculty.
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.Natural ·PR program laces professor shortage
science:
by Ken Stanton
Staff reporter

Biology professor
holds seminar
covering how
fl!ngus affects
trees, amphibian
by Donna Buse
Staff reporter

Friday means the end of the school
week. For some it means time to go
home and catch up with family and
friends. For the science department, it
means presentation time.
Every other Friday at 4 p.m. in Science Building room 147, a faculty
member from Central Washington University presents a project he or she has
worked on.
Daniel Beck started the Natural Science Seminar Series at Central in the
fall of 1994. Beck is a Central biology
professor.
"When I got here, there was no seminar series," Beck said. "At first I figured
we'd invite people from other universities:
Once I got to know Central, there were
. people here doing so many cool things, it
became easy to support our own series."
Beck believes they have had close
to 200. seminars since he started the
series.
"Friday afternoon is just a nice time
for everyone," Beck said. "Most people
don't have commitments Friday at 4."
The presenters are mainly Central
faculty; however, speakers from outside
· the department also have the opportunity to present. On May 11, 2007, Jack
Horner, a regents professor of paleontology, came from Montana State University to talk about dinosaur growth
and behavior.
Anywhere between 30 to 100 people attend the seminars, depending on
the speaker. Normally, 30 to 40 people
attend, including students, faculty and
people from the community.
Beck determines who speaks at the
seminars by keeping a list of suggestions from people he meets. A few
weeks before each quarter, he goes
through his list to see who is available
to present their work.
Biology graduate student Kori Ault
has attended the firsttwo science seminars this quarter.
"The work [they're] doing has the
same sort of methods · 1 need to be
using," Ault said.
The next seminar is tomorrow. The
speaker is James Johnson, assistant biology professor at Central.
He has been working .on developing
techniques using DNA to identify
organisms that couldn't be identified
otherwise. He is trying to understand
organisms that people can't see and
easily work with.
"I work on fungi that kills amphibian and the fungi that cooperate with
trees," Johnson said.
For example, the fungi on Ponderosa pine that help the tree grow.
There are about one and a half million
types of fungus. Only 10 percent are
well- known, such as mushrooms and
refrigerator mold.
"A fungus when it normally grows is
a string of cells," Johnson said. "They
are all identical, so you can't look at
them and see the differences. So we
have to use the DNA to tell us what's
different."
After Johnson, there will be two
more science seminars t~is quarter.

The "spin" on the public relations program at Central Washington University this year is that there
are not enough professors to teach
PR courses, which has caused some
students to change majors.
The program lost two faculty
members last year Chari.es Pinzon
and Beatrice Coleman leaving the
shorthanded department scrambling
to cover classes.
It is hard to find qualified teachers who will leave the private sector
and commit to long-term positions,·
as well as being someone students
will respond favorably to.
Central is experiencing similar
faculty shortages in the communications department and Business College as new growth has brought
large increases of students the past
four years.
As good as this growth is for students, it is because of this increased
demand for classes that students are so
frustrated and left feeling neglected.
"It's not always a positive [experience]," Heathe(Huswick, sophomore
public relations major, said. "There
are a few [public relations] teachers
that have been nice to me in the past
but there is a reason why I am looking
into journalism."
Huswick is looking to switch
majors because of frustration with the
program, using an instance where she
was turned away for a class because
she was a freshman as an example.
The professor told her that she had
less time available to her than other
students, leaving Huswick feeling
neglected and less important.
Julie Lambo, a sophomore who
is currently undecided as to her new
major, is also a former public rela-

''1 too k an intro
.
.to
[public relations]
class this quarter
and I feel like I
haven't learned
anyth ing
. from it.
. ''
JULIE LAMBO, SOPHOMORE

tions major who has frustrations with
some of the faculty in the department.
" took an intro to [public relations]
cl.ass. this quarter and I feel like I haven't
learned anything from it," Lambo said.
"My personal experience is that I don't
really learn very well with the teaching
technique that my teacher is using. I
think if there were more [public relations] teachers, I would have more hope
for being in the major, but right now I
don't feel like I co'uld be interested in it
if I had the same teacher."
However, it is not an easy task to
hire new professors according to John
Swiney, associate vice president for
enrollment management in the office of
student affairs.
"It's hard to get faculty," Swiney
said. "It's hard to attract [them] to come
to Ellensburg because [people] can
make a lot more money if they stay in
Seattle and run their business, or whatever their expertise is in, rather than
coming and teaching."
Until then, according to Swiney, Central is managing their enrollment in order
to keep a balance between the available
faculty and classroom space, and the
number of students accepted each year.
"That's our general policy, that's our
enrollment management goal," Swiney

Sean Guffey/Observer

Students are changing majors as the lack of professors in the public
relations major are causing class shortages along with other issues

said. "We are on target in that area."
As the year progresses, professors from
the communications 9epartment are
helping to cover public relations classes.
The public relations department
continues to reassure students that
these issues will be solved by next fall
and that getting over this hurdle is a
small price to pay for a stronger, better

program next year as new blood
sparks rejuvenation .
Students are encouraged to be
patient and to work closely with their
advisors and professors. If problems
do arise, solutions can usually be
found through communication and
perseverance:

Business dept. hopes tor accreditation
Program seeks out
top accreditation
and recognition
by Karena Shellman
Senior reporter

Central Washington University
Business majors will soon have the
ability to enhance their resumes. The
business department is putting forth
the effort to finally become accredited.
After more than five years of planning and researching, the Business
department, which consists of accounting, economics, management and
finance and operations supply chain
will begin the extensive process next
year to become accredited.
"The success of our program is really measured by our alumni," said Roy
Savoian, dean of the College of Business. "We want to continue with the
tradition of graduating people who are
able _to be prepared for the Business
world in which they enter and develop
their careers."
The business department chose to
seek accreditation from the Association'
to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB).
According to the AACSBWeb site,
the company is a not-for-profit corporation of education that stands up to its
mission of representing the highest
standard of achievement and has been
organized since 1916.
"There are other business accredit-

''

I think we're one of the strongest
.

undergraduate programs in the Pacific
Northwest. We need to prove it and this
AACSB accreditation is our way of
proving
. it.
.

''

ROY SAVOIAN, DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

ing groups we could have easily got,"
said Jim Bailey, department of
accounting chair. "We wanted to go
after the most prestigious [accrediting
program]."
Being accredited by a prestigious
program requires a lot of time, work
and patience.
The department is required to submit a several-hundred page document
consisting of the programs, mission
statem~nts and goals, plus information
on each faculty member. Savoian said
it will take the department the entire
year to prepare for review and to finish
the document.
Review by the AACSB takes
approximat~ly six months and the
department hopes to be fully accredited by the end of the 2009-2010 academic year.
"It is a pee_r-review process,"
Savoian said. "There are peer institutions that are AACSB accredited and the
deans from those programs are the people who evaluate and seek initial
accreditation and maintenance of

accreditation."
One of the main reasons it has taken a while to become accredited is
because of shifting faculty standards
and outlooks.
"All of this takes time to establish
[AACSB] expectations and to ensure
that we have a critical mass of faculty,"
Savoian said. "We have been working
to align what we do with the college of
business, that mission and our expectations for faculty."
AACSB looks at a variety of aspects
in determining if a school's business
program is worthy of becoming accredited. One of those main values is the
faculty.
"There are two important missions.
One is our set of objectives looking at
value, opportunity and quality,"
Savoian said. "The second part is with
teaching excellence that is strengthened by research and professional
service. You have to be good in the
classroom, in research, in the field that
you teach ih and be involved in that
discipline."

Central can arguably be noted for
its top-notch business program and the
·department has no worries of receiving
the accreditation.
"I have been told that Central is historically known for their teaching,"
said James Avey, assistant professor of
management. "I think their teaching
comes from research. The values are
shifting from just teaching or just
research to teaching and research."
Many faculty members take pride
in Central's business curriculum and
believe Central possesses one of best
programs.
"If you take schools with ~ight or
nine thousand [students], I think we
are one of the most respected business
schools," Avey said. "For who we are,
we are outstanding."
The future of having a recognized
accreditation is something faculty
looks upon for students. Savoian said
many business companies look at
recruiting graduates from accredited
programs.
"I think [having the accreditation]
reflects on the .quality of the program,"
Bailey said. "I think it would help with
fundraising over time, and I think it
opens doors for students when they
graduate."
The faculty has high hopes for
reaching its goal of becoming accredited and recognized as an appreciated
business major.
"I think we're one of the strongest
undergraduate programs in the Pacific
Northwest," Savoian said. "We need to
prove it and this AACSB accreditation
is our way vf proving it."
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Issue 01 adiuncts
reaches national level
by Jennifer Weigel
Staff reporter

year, you are essentially back on he
market a:nd sometimes the mon.ey just
isn't there," Revels said.
Adjunct professors, visiting profesIn fact, the money wasn't there for
sors and lecturers are three different
Revels this year, he will be teaching
titles which all mean the same thing.
full time for fall and spring quarter but
There is a growing trend in the
not winter quarter due to lack of funds
nation: one which has possibly far
from Central. Instead, he will be taking
rea.ching consequences. This trend is
the quarter off to get caught up some
the hiring of more and more full time
research, which will be self-funded.
non-tenured track professors in the
NTT professors aren't eligible for finanplace of tenure track professors.
cial assistance from the university for
A tenure track position is one which,
their research the way tenure track proaccording to jerz.stentonhill.edu, is a fessors are.
permanent professorship after a six-or
Revels, however, feels this is a nationseven-year probationary period. A prowide problem as opposed to one Central
fessors eligibility for the position is
faces alone. This sentiment is shared by
based on their teaching abilities, publiMatthew Altman, Interim Director of the
cation record, research and additional . William 0. Douglas Honors College and
things such as student advising.
visiting assistant professor of philosophy.
"The use of non-tenu.re tras:k faculty
Tenure track positions bring prestige,
research and personal time and investis not specific to Central: it is used nation
ment of knowledge and skills of tenured
wide to c4t teaching costs," Altman said.
professors. Additionally non-tenured
Altman has been with Central for five
professors don't have the same academic
years in his NTT position. He will be
freedom that tenured professors to. This
applying next month for a tenure track
means they renew their contracts every
position in the philosophy department.
year don't share the same freedom to
According to "Contract Faculty in
express their opinions without fear of
Higher Education," an article from the
consequences. This problem is reflected
Education Resource Information Center,
in visiting assistant professor Craig Revthis trend began in the early '90s when
els' feelings.
an economic recess hit the country. Until
"My investment in the university
higher education institutes received
has been diminished, there is no real
ample financial support from the federal
reason for me to commit to being
government, that money was diminished
here," Revels said.
during the recession. To make up the
Revels has been at Central Washingcosts, universities began raising tuition
ton University for three years, calling
prices and fees. They also began cost cutcoming from Portland State University
ting measures with institutions and hired
where he held a similar position. He ran
more non-tenured professors.
into the same problems of there not
These problems have an affect on
the level of education students receive.
being a tenure track, position for him to
take . Revels took the job at Central
Cameron McCormick, visiting assistant
knowing a tenure track position would
professor, is in his fourth year of teachbe opening soon, hoping to eventually
ing.
obtain tenure track. The position was
"I get concerned for the whole unieventually given to someone outside of
versity because of its dependence on
the university.
non-tenure-track faculty ... Institutional
In addition to feeling a lack of investknowledge leaves because of the high
ment in the university, Revels listed a turnover," McCormick said. "Theoretilack of time to pursue his research,
cally, you end up with more brand new
which is something which would help teachers and it take several years for
find a tenure track position, and the
new teachers to evolve and become
instability of being non-tenured.
good instructors."
"The instability is problematic. Every

NON-TENURED: Faculty share
times of hardship and financial woes
cqntinued from page cqver
"The pretense is that we're not committed to the university," Erdman said.
"We're committed to the university; the
university is not committed to us."
The administration on the other
hand has a different view of the
importance of non-tenured faculty.
"We value the work that "the nontenured track faculty do," Quirk said.
"We're very committed to them and the
hard work they do for l)S."
Erdman said she had no desire to
become a tenured track faculty member. Instead she just wants to teach.
"All I want is the same kind of job
security and the pay of the janitors who
have been here as long as we have,"
Erdman said.
. Earlier this quarter, non-tenured
track members lost their position in the
faculty senate. Erdman was the representative for over 330 non-tenured track
faculty members and voiced the need of
a non-tenured track faculty at this year's
first faculty senate meeting.
An election for a new senator is
underway.
Robert Schnelle, a non-tenure track
faculty member, questioned whether

students were aware of there being two
different classifications of faculty.
"I would want students and their
parents to know that while the university is crying poor, they are giving themselves extravagant raises and giving
themselves new positions," Schnelle,
English senior lecturer, said.
Schnelle has worked at Central for
16 years. He compares the non-tenured
faculty situation to a hospital room of
doctors and medical staff.
"We're not the doctors," Schnelle
said. "We're not the ones paid and given the authority."
Schnelle's wife, Loretta Grey, is a
tenured professor in the English department. Schnelle described himself as a
"traveling spouse."
Pedro Bicchieri, the interim curriculum coordinator for the International
Studies program, is a non-tenured track
faculty member as well. He plans to leave
his position because his contract expires.
"It's not honest work," Bicchieri
said. "I don't know many administrators
who can afford to be honest all the
time. They are chosen because they are
willing to buy information and pass it
on to people under them too: correct or
incorrect form their superiors."
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Resigned Jennings
to receive $164,592

Debate to debunk war on
drugs comes to Central

by Chelsea 'Krotzer
News editor

by Matthew Hartmann
Staff reporter

Michael Jennings, former associate
vice president of faculty affairs,
• resigned Aug. 31, 2007, receivirrg
$164,592 in two equal installments.
The first installment has already
been paid, the next being on Jan. 2,
2008.
The information regarding his payment was found in documents from
Central Washington University's public
records office.
The documents were filed on Oct. 9,
and received Oct. 25 .
The document also states that if
Jennings cannot find a job within 18
months of his resignation, the university will pay him an additional six
months wo1·th of his annual salary,
adding up to $54,864 .
The payment would only be given if
Jennings "acted in good faith and taken
reasonable steps to secure comparable
or suitable employment."
According to President, Jerilyn
Mcintyre, the amount of money is
based on salary. Jennings annually
made approximately $109,000.
Jennings' reasoning behind his
resignation sparked controversy among
faculty and administrators. Questions
regarding his· military service arose
during the William Chandler's lawsuit
against Central.
When asked if he had a .military
background, his answer, contrary to
popular belief, was no.

"Mr. Jennings always presented himself as a former marine," said University
of Alaska in Fairbanks professor Norman Swazo professor of philosophy and
humanities via e-mail.
According to Swazo, Jennings'
appointment in the philosophy
department was to accommodate his
return to UA after a year as director of
Alaska Native Studies at the Anchorage campus.
Jennings' original position was in
the school of education. His position
was already filled upon his return to
UA.
Joseph Thompson, UA assistant professor of philosophy and humanities,
w'?rked with Jennings for approximately
five years.
"I don't think ·he ever told me, but I
did have the impression that he had
served in the military in the past,"
Thompson said via e-mail. "I wasn't
sure of any of the details, and it was
only an impression that I had."
By the time Jennings left Central, he
had experienced both sides of the bargaining table. Jennings served as the
faculty union president when at UA.
"In my experience, Jennings was an
extremely effective president of the academic union, moving along important
items and exhibiting a great deal of
leadership and initiative," Thompson
said. "He is still remembered as a strong
advocate and someone you want on
your side in bargaining."

Butt out

Campaign· set to
snun out smokes
by Jessica May
Staff reporter

-

Smoking is the leading cause of premature death in the United States, according to the Center for Disease Control.
While there has been a decline over
recent years, more than one out of five
Americans continues to smoke.
The state funding levels for tobacco
prevention and control are not adequate
to · support effective efforts. The CDC
claims that the estimated costs of smokingrelated medical expenses and loss of productivity exceed $167 billion annually.
Central Washington University's Student Health and Wellness Center recognizes the severity of the issue and have
·a couple options open to students to
help them break the habit.
A self-help quit smoking booklet is
available for download from the health
center's Web 'site.
The health center also offers counseling and enrollment in a program that
allows students to figure out their best
course of action to quit. Options can
include the patch, nicotine gum or a pill
to help curb the need for cigarettes.
"it's important that the option is
there if you want to quit, and that's
good [Central] offers it," Genne Laakso,
second year graduate student, ~aid.
"You can't quit unless you want to, it
has to be a personal choice and no one

can force you to."
Even as .someone who has smoked
for years, Laakso does not believe
smoking is a good thing.
"I think it's disgusting, but I enjoy it,"
Laakso said. "I also enjoy the state law
that prohibits smoking inside and I
smoke less because of it."
Tami Gilbert, senior community
health major, is running a "Butt Out"
campaign through the Civic Engagement Center. The campaign is a smoking awareness program intended to generate awareness and encourage students to make positive choices that will
help benefit their health.
"I want to get awareness out about
the statistics on the dangers of smoking," Gilbert said.
Gilbert wants students to understand
it is possible to quit. The campaign will
only run through Nov. 15, but Gilbert is
hoping to set up a way to keep the program active every year.
According to the CDC, an estimated
438,000 Americans die as a result of
smoking or exposure to secondhand
smoke each year. For each person who
dies from 'a smoking-related disease,
approximately 20 more are living with a
smoking-attributable illness.
More information on ''Butt Out" and
other programs can be found at
www.takeactioncwu.com.

The Central Washington University Wellness Center is hosting "Heads
vs. Feds: The Great Debate" on Nov.
6 in the Student Union Ballroom at
7 p.m. between Steve Hager, Editorin-chief of "High Times" magazine
and Robert M. Stutman , a 25-year
veteran of the United States Drug
Enforcement Administration.
The two debaters travel the
country together so that people can
hear both sides of the issue of marijuana legalization.
According to Colin Lamb, Drug
and Alcohol reduchon staff member
of the Wellness Center, the debate
that Stutman and Hager held at Central four years ago had a turnout of
more than 1,000 people.
"We had a great turn-out and
wanted to hold this debate again,"
Lamb, junior anthropology major, said.
Hager has been the editor of
High Times Magazine since 1988.
The magazine advocates the legalization of marijuana for recreational
and medical use.
Stutman founded the Stutman
Group in 1990 to teach the public
the realities of the war on drugs from
the standpoint of law enforcement.
Stutman stated in his experience
he learned three absolute facts, that
many Americans fail to understand.
He believed that, law enforcement will never be able to completely stop the drug flow in the United
States, that most citizens don't know

Ma ay a Lee

The "Heads vs. Feds: The Great Debate" will offer .discussion and arguments for both sides of the legalization of marijuana issue.
enough facts about drugs and that drugs
are devastating to communities.
Proponents of legalization hold that
most of the issues with marijuana are of
an economic nature. The organization
Students for a Sensible Drug Policy
(SSDP) is opposed to what it sees as the
failed war on drugs.
The organization believes that the current prohibitionist drug policies are causing
more harm than good by fueling serious
economic, social and political problems.
According to SSDP, prisons are
overcrowded with ,minor drug offend-

ers that are otherwise respectful citizens. The organization also contends
that law enforcement too much focuses
on drug trafficking when it should be
focusing on more violent criminal acts.
Not all students are in favor of the
legalization of marijuana.
"It can mess up people's lives by
leading them into the use of other
drugs and is therefore wrong because
students will stop caring about their
academics and responsibilities in life,"
Tristen Owens, junior exercise science
major, said.
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Observance

Student iournalist proud ot muckraker label
Monday afternoon I sat with my
news editor in the
Central Washington University's
President's office
for an interview I
had to schedule
two weeks prior.
Kathryn
The Observer has
La~e
covered
many
Editor in
controversial
Chief
issues this quarter.
Some · of which
encountered obvious disapproval from
our administration, including President
Jerilyn Mcintyre.
Previously amicable, there was a
noticable change in her attitude once
our questions turned towards controversial matters; including faculty bargaining issues, the questionable resignation
of an administrator and the possible resignation of another. There was a slight
echo of "no comment responses" in her
office, which is approximately the size
of our entire newsroom.
As journalists, we are used to having

interviewees sidestep tough questions. I
wanted to leave Mcintyre's office on a
good note, so I asked how she thought
The Observer has progressed this quarter.
She claimed we have an agenda.
She asked if we have done any reader
surveys, asking what they would like to
read about. My answer was that we
have thought about it, and want to
explore reader interests further. Often,
editors ofThe Observer are working in
the newsroom and we do not always
see everything good that happens on
campus, as we can't be everywh~e at
once. We get story ideas from reporters,
faculty, administrators and traditional
calendar events. Many times we receive
tips from readers and that is what we
follow when pursuing a story.
Mcintyre continued her review of
the Observer by stating that we were
muckraking. For those of you who are
unfamiliar with this term, it was coined
back in the late 1800s and early 1900s
when magazines took over newspaper
investigative reporting and crusaded for
reform and an end to social injustice.
"The term muckraking refers to

GenarlowWilson
busted tor bloWiob
Free at last,
free
at
last,
Genarlow Wilson
is free at last.
Wilson
has
served the last
three years in
prison for receiving oral sex from
Curtis
a 15-year old girl
Crabtree
at a party. He was
Asst. Sports
17 at the time.
editor
While receiving
fellatio from a 15year-old would have only been a misdemeanor with a sentence up to 12
months and no sex offender status,
receiving oral sex from one resulted in
an aggravated child molestation conviction and a 10-year prison sentence.
A videotape of the evening's events
was the primary evidence in the prosecution's case. Even though it showed
that the 15-year old had initiated the
sexual act, Wilson was the one that was
going to have to pay for it.
Wilson also had sex with a 17-year
old girl at the party. The girl later
claimed that Wilson had raped her and
filed charges as well. Wilson was, however, acquitted of those charges.
While other people at the party
were also charged with various crimes,
they all accepted plea deals to reduce
their sentences. Wilson refused to do
so. His plea deal would have been
dependant on his placement on Georgia's sex offender registry.
If he had accepted the plea, he
wouldn't have been allowed to see his
9-year-old sister, Jaiya, which was a
proposition he just couldn't accept.
Wilson was a football star at Douglas County High School in Douglasville, Georgia. He was an all-league
cornerback with dreams of playing in
college for a major Division I football
program. He held former Georgia Tech
star wide receiver and second overall

pick in last year's NFL Draft, Calvin
Johnson, to only four catches in two
games played against him.
Yet all of those dreams went up in
smoke on that fateful night.
What makes this even more of a
tragedy is that after Wilson's conviction,
the Georgia State legislature realized
how ridiculous the law was and
changed it to a misdemeanor charge.
They did not, however, retroactively
lessen Wilson's sentence. So Genarlow
was left to sit in prison serving time for a
felony cha·rge that no longer existed.
The case grew nationwide attention
after a "Free Genarlow Wilson Now"
editorial was run in the New York Times.
Former president Jimmy Carter, Democratic party leader Howard Dean and
even Dallas Mavericks' owner Mark
Cuban spoke out on Wilson's behalf.
So, in prison he sat for more than
three years, hoping and praying that his
attorney, BJ Bernstein, might be able to
work a miracle and get him out.
That miracle came late last week.
On Friday, Oct. 26, the Georgia
state Supreme Court ruled in a 4-3 decision that Wilson's punishment was cruel
and unusual and ordered his release.
Wilson walked out the doors of the
Burruss Correctional Training Facility in
Forsyth, Ga. that same afternoon.
The complete disregard for justice in
this case is astonishing to me. Wilson
has spent three years of his life behind
bars for consensual sexual actions with
a fellow teen.
Three years that he could have spent
playing college football and getting an
education . Maybe he would be making
the jump to the NFL right now alongside Calvin Johnson, we'll never know.
Wilson is now looking at colleges to
resume the life he left behind three
years ago. He still hopes to play college
football and perhaps still make it to the
NFL. If he can get through this test of
life, I wouldn't bet against him.

reporters being willing to stir up and sift
through the unpleasant aspects of pub1ic life that most people ignore, looking
for misdeeds by public figures without
worrying about offending sensibilities
or insulting the people under investigation," according to Media Now Understanding Media, Culture, and Technology, a book used for Com 201-a class
required to get into the major.
With that explanation, I'm proud my
staff has been called muckrakers. As
student journalists, it is our job to keep
our eyes on the administration, as it is a
journalists job in the "real world" to
keep the government in check via
reporting. This is why student newspapers are so important to the democratic
process. It is essential for students, faculty and the administration to know
what is happening on Central's campus.
Journalists should report the news
with an unbiased perspective that helps
the undecided make up their minds
about important issues in the community. Well, I'm not going to lie, it is hard to
report unbiasedly when one side of an
issue never seems to have a comment.

other....wa.st · (&it slj a..friendt{ l/~'6urse.person.
~
'liluckrake vi to investigate corruption and scandal; esp ill
1

1

government-muckraker n.
_ _
_ - / ro~ U:
muc orm n a ~grtib oriarva bred in manure or mud; (int) a •hn•..

m udlag~ /t a adh.csh-e prepared for Us.?; a sticky substllllce
obtained from some plants.- ntueilaginoru adj.

Journalism, as with any trade, can
be done well or poorly. We at The
Observer strive for excellence. We do
not always hit our mark, but we learn
from everything we do. We are students
learning a trade by trial and error, and
are willing to have our weekly "homework" displayed for the entire student
body, faculty, administration and community to read and critique.
The administration never wants anyone to criticize their work because they
do not view public criticism as a means
of improving one's job -performance.
The Observer is aJways open to criticism and we take it in stride.
If our agenda is showing the truth
and the history of Central's administrational abuse in the form of low faculty
wages, then yes, we have an agenda.
Unions were established to protect
worker's rights and wages decades ago.

mutk 17 moist manure. black earth with decaying mauer;
mml. dirt. tlllh. • w to spread manure; to make dirty; f11i1it
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Central's current and former administration have worked hard to deny faculty
the right to unionize and be treated fairly.
At first we were a little shocked at
being called muckrakers, but I'm proud
my staff has been producing reliable
invesigative journalism.
***Editors note*** Mcintyre's educational background includes a master's
degree in journalism and Ph.D. in history and communication.

Listen to Kathryn Lake, Editor-in-Chief and Chelsea Krotzer,
News editor on 88.1 The 'Burg every Thursday at noon.

To the Editor:
It is time for Jerilyn Mcintyre to retire or to be fired . I
don't wish for everyone to lose
their job. But a president of a
college or university is judged
on their leadership or lack
thereof. Now let us look at her
r~cord. Jerilyn allo~ed Josh A.
Rojas, an alleged rapist, to stay
at Central Washington University even after he committed a
rape last year. Then he was let
back into school and raped
another student. Now her
administration can't decide
whether or not to expel Josh.
Obviously, in this situation student safety was not a concern.
Keeping a student who allegedly raped two students is a
major safety issue.
The second reason Mcintyre should leave is, the education department failed in seven
out of 20 areas. The education
department at CWU is the oldest in the state. She can't even
keep it in good standings.
Third, Mcintyre should be
fired because of her lack of
communication skill s. She was
brought in to communicate the
faculty's concerns and now the
faculty union is suing over pay
compensation .
Fourth, Jerilyn Mcintyre
should be fired because she has
the smallest endowment of any
University in the state.
Lastly, Mcintyre has a bad
track record. She has not done
anything of significance. She
has taken over several major
projects started by previous
people. The new Student
Union Building was started
before she showed up, Black

hall was also in place as well as the
science and music building.
How is the school going to raise
money or get more students? They
let an alleged rapist in, she can't communicate effectively for the faculty
and the students don't get heard.
In conclusion, my solution is to
fire Jerilyn Mcintyre and hire an
effective communicator. Someone
who will hear what the faculty and
students are saying. We also need
someone who can hold the student
affairs responsible for making bad
decisions. Lastly, we need the support of the alumni to correct these
fallacies. We need them to stop supporting the school if situations like
this are going arise and happen. We
can't support a school that is not safe
or run effectively for the community
at large.
N ick Esparzam,farmer student

Dear Editor:
Thank you for your thoughtful
editorial in the Observer on October
18, 2007. It takes courage to present
opinions that are not always popular
and the fringe will often attack. You .
did a wonderful job of being direct
and articulate. I, too, am a proud supporter of choice. I do not hate babies.
I do not think that abortion is an easy
decision or a 'quick fix' . I think that
the gift of life is a very beautiful
thing and a very personal thing, and I
want every child that receives this
gift to come into the world wanted
and loved.
I want women to be healthy, and I
want them to be safe. There was a
time in America when millions of
women died because no one talked
about abortion. In the 1950s, abortion was illegal in the US, but that did
not make it any less common. The

women who were driven to pursue
abortions did so alone, afraid, and
ashamed. The 'services' they received
were often anonymous callers who
had no training, no access to anesthetics or sterile tools, and no interest
in performing follow-up examinations. Where was the team that supported the lives of those women?
We can't solve the abortion issue
by covering it up or allowing the government to interfere. We can work
together to ensure everyone has the
information they need. For example,
many high schoolers think peanut
butter and Mountain Dew can keep
you from getting pregnant. These
high schoolers go on to become university students who still don't know
any better. It is our responsibility to
educate ourselves about the wealth of
resources that are available to couples
who are not yet ready to have children. Family planning organizations
like, Planned Parenthood, have done
more to prevent abortion by providing information, birth control and
education to men and women to prevent unintended pregnancies than
any anti-abortion group. I look forward to a world where education and
prevention (vix. birth control) eliminates the need for abortions. Until
then, there must be clean medical
facilities with professionally trained
staff members ready to discuss all
options-adoption, parenting and
abortion- to counsel the individuals
involved, and to provide safe procedures in cases that choose to exercise
this right to access personal health
care. If you are interested in discussing these issues, please join us in
SURC 271 at 6:30 pm on Tuesdays
for the Central VOX: Voices for
Planned Parenthood meetings.
Sincerely,
Erika Harder, juniorfrench major
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ringing protesting bac
movement,'' said Cole Cook, senior theater performance major who plays Bill.
"Vietnam 101" is a unique show, titled a "theatrical documentary" by writer Rich Orloff. Orloff
War rampages on the front lines of Vietnam,
collected firsthand accounts of actual college
eath and destruction surrounds all and the results
students from Oberlin College in Ohio who lived
re felt thousands of miles away. Real life testithrough the eventful times of the Vietnam War. The
onies of these events will be on stage this
play spans from 1964 when U.S. President Lyndon
vening as the Central Washington University
B. Johnson promised not to expand the war, to
eatre Ensemble presents "Vietnam 101 : the War
Kent State University and the protests
on Campus."
on May 4, 1970, that led to the Ohio
Audiences are given a chance to take a step
back in time in "Vietnam 101" to a period of · National Guard opening fire on
student protesters.
the nation 's history marked by change. Even
"The message in the show
though the show is titled after the Vietnam War,
really hits a lot closer to
the show presents all of the issues that were
home," said John Mayer,
raging during the era of the 1960s and 1970s.
junior theater performance
"There was so much
major who plays Tom. "It's
going on during that time
not on the television,
[with] the Civil Rights
it's right in front of
movement and the
them, the stories
women's'

are from real people and we want it to be in
the audience's face."
Collected over a four-year period, the personal
accounts show how a person's opinion and belief
in the country can shift over time with the changing situation of the world.
"The draft stripped people of their freedom and
individuality and made them into a number, like
one of those numbered balls in a bingo hopper,"
said Lisa Clarke, a senior performance art major
who plays Yvonne. "I would be terrified."
The show portrays a wide array of characters of
different ages and beliefs. The testimonies used in
the construction of the show were pulled from
every political belief represented during the era
including the conservative, the undecided, the
radical left and right and the militant.
"That's what's great about the show,"
Clarke said. "Everyone is represented - it's
something you don't_always see in such

shows. It really provides audiences a great illus tion of the time period."
Earlier in the week, a mock protest was he_ld n
the Student Union and Recreation Building la t
Tuesday. The protest featured theater departme t
students dressed in 1970s attire waving signs th t
decried the Vietnam War, and helped raise awar
ness about the play.
Audiences might draw parallels between th
events that occurred during the Vietnam War an
the current war in Iraq. "Vietnam War 101 11 is a relatively new show, being produced in 2004. The
theater department expects some controversy
around the show because of people's opinions of
the current war and the connections they make
between now and then.

SEE VIETNAM PAGE 10
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Concert treats
audience with
Halloween tricks
by Brooke Mortensen
Staff reporter

The Music Building's lobby filled
with students, community members
and staff as they waited in anticipation
outside of the concert hall doors. As the
doors opened, the crowd swarmed in to
get seat~ with some having to stand
along the aisles or in the back just to
witness the concert.
"March of the ' Goblins" flowed
through the air as the Central Washington University Orchestra burst through
the auditorium doors. Costume after
costume finally came together on one
stage to perform the Orchestra and
Choir Halloween Concert.
Unlike traditional classical music

performances, the concert Tuesday
night featured elaborate and often
humorous costumes.
In addition, there were Halloweenthemed classical hits, antics and skits
produced by the performers, and narratives about each piece written and read
by Peter Gries, chair of the music
department.
"This is one of the most popular
concerts of the year and almost always
sells out," said Nikolas Caoile, director
of orchestral activities and a conductor
at the concert.
The costumes ranged from coordinating outfits, like that of the clarinet
section dressed as Smurfs, to various
costumes such as a barrel of monkeys, a
hairy caveman and a jailbird.
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Left: Heather Netz, instructor of violin, and Curtis Peacock, adjunct instructor of tuba, attend the Halloween
Concert dressed as aristocrats of the 18th century. Above: Gary Weidenaar, director of choral activities, conducts the concert dressed as the Dark Lord of the Sith, Darth Vader.

The conductors' outfits were continually changing throughout the night.
Concert conductors Caoile and Kim
Roy began the show as Mr. Incredible
and a cowgirl, and ended as Luke Skywalker and Princess Leia, while conductor Gary Weidenaar put on the suit
of Darth Vader.
"The costumes create an atmo_sphere unlike any other concert and
shows that classical music can be
regarded as a fun thing, not just serious
stuff," Gries said.
To match the Halloween theme of
the concert, songs such as "March of
the Goblins," "Night on Bald Mountain" and "Ghostbusters" were played
by the orchestra. The choir chose pieces
that included a "Spider Pig" chant from

''This is one of the
most popular concerts of the year ... ' '
NIKOLAS CAOILE, DIRECTOR
OF ORCHESTRAL ACTIVITIES

"The Simpsons Movie," as well as an
orchestra and choir collaboration piece,
"Duel of the Fates," from "Star Wars:
The Phantom Menace."
During the musical pieces, the performers in the orchestra and choir kept
very animated as they lifted from their

seats and raised their arms to emphasize specific parts of a song.
"It's all a lot of fun, not only for the
audience, but also for us," said Dakota
Gerner, junior music major and choir
performer.
Skits and hum.orous stunts were performed throughout the night as characters like Darth Vader popped on and oft
the stage, while the "Spider Pig" got
carried onto the stage by a monk, and
Luke Skywalker and Darth Vader dueled
for the ending performance.
The concert came fo an end as the
farewel I narrative was given and the
orchestra played the theme "Ghostbusters" with the choir dancing off of
the stage and through the aisles to a
standing ovation from the audience.

'10s tilm reveals Vietnamese side ot war
by John Redifer
Staff reporter

From forgotten classics to awardwinning modern foreign and documentary titles, the Student Union and
Recreation Center theater provides
filmgoers with the opportunity to see
movies not always shown in theaters.
The Sunday Film Series will be presenting "Hearts and Minds" at 7 p.m.
on Nov. 4 on the SURC's silver screen.
"Hearts and Minds" recounts the
history and attitudes of the opposing
sides of the Vietnam War. Directed by
Peter Davis, the documentary won an
Oscar in 1975 and won the Kansas
City Film Critics Circle award (KCFCC)
in 1976.
A key theme in the movie is how
the attitudes of American racism and
militarism helped create and prolong
the bloody conflict.
"I'm stoked to go check out the
movie and see if the film's interpretation is similar to mine because I visited
Vietnam two years ago," Alex Kim,

freshman mechanical engineering
major, said.
The film gives voice to the Vietnamese people, both in the way the
Vietnam War affected them and their
reasons for fighting along side and
against the United States and other
western powers.
Davis also addresses both the U.S.
and Vietnamese sides of the conflict.
Amid all the mayhem, the film also
showcases the basic humanity of the
people that the U.S. propaganda tried
to hide.
The film will be shown in conjunction with the the Central Theatre
Ensemble's opening performance of
"Vietnam 101: The War on Campus"
on Nov. 1. The play will focus on the
protests that occurred during the war.
"Hearts and Minds" provides
students at Centra I a glimpse of the
events of the Vietnam War, a war that
. most Central students did not experience themselves.
The 19 74 documenta ry feature s
shots beyond Vietnam, su ch as Ameri-

Pregnant?
You have options.
1-800-395 ... HELP or in Ellensburg 925-2273
Free Test. Caring. Confidential.

CARE
Located in Downtown Ellensburg at 11 J East 4111

ca and Paris. Davis made sure to use a
number of informational sources
including archival newsreel clips and
rare interviews that expose a lot of
unknown truths from the conflict. The
film also conveys many of the truths
behind America's involvement.
"Since today's students may be a
generation removed from the Vietnam
War, this film may provide a new perspective on that conflict and some
similarities to today's conflicts," said
Lola Gallagher, assistant director of
Campus Life.
The films begin at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Theatre . Doors open at
6:30 p.m. "Hearts and Minds" will be
free to students. General pricing is $3
single admission or $12 bargain pass
for five admissions.

photo courtesy of Images Journal Web site

In a scene from "Hearts and Minds," a South Vietnamese boy carries a
photo of his father. The film shows the Vietnamese side of the war.
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Vietnam:

Play revisits student
protests of the Vietnam War era

continued from page 8
"We were fighting a war that no one
thought was just: in its reasoning or the
way it occurred," Mayer said. "The
same thing is happening now with the
war in Iraq, we are almost exactly right
where we were back then."
Actual veterans who fought in the
Vietnam War were asked to come
in and speak to the members of the
cast about their experiences, but none
agreed.
"It hurt them too much to dreg up
those memories, so much happened to
them and they were just cast aside,"
Clarke said. "The scars of what happened to them are still just as bad as
they were when they first happened."
One guest who will appear on Nov.
1 is the playwright, Orloff. He will share
his experience in theater and writing
with audience members following the
opening night production.

Orloff will also speak in two lectures
on Nov. 2 titled "The Art of the Short
Play" and "Theater Biz Realities 101."
The workshops will be at 10 a.m. and
1 p.m. in McConnell Hall room 117.
The cast and crew hopes that audiences are moved by the experience,
and that they draw their own conclusions about the play and current events.
"As cliche as this sounds, doing this
show has been a life-changing experience, it has really affected me," Clarke
said. "The truths behind the words are
amazing. I feel emotionally drained at
the end but it's totally worth it."
"Vietnam 101: the War on Campus"
begins Nov. 1 at 7 p.m. in the Milo
Smith Tower Theatre. The play continues
on Nov. 2 and 3 and Nov. 8 and 10 at 7
p.m. and Nov. 11th at 2 p.m. Tickets are
$12 general admission, $7 for seniors,
and $4 for Central students.

'The War on cam-

pus," 7 p.m. in Mllo
Smith Tower The-atre, $12 generat $7
students.

O First Fri"-

Maggie Schmidt/Observer

day Art Walk.
and dance, 5
p.m. in downtown
Ellensburg, free.

Audra Nabinger as "Katharine" with co-star John Mayer as "Tom,"
playing students in a scene from "Vietnam 101: The War on Campus."
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Setyour
clocks back!

O Early Jazz Nite
With Curtis Pea~
cock, Bret Smith

and friends, 4 p.m. ·
in Music Building

Reeital Hall, free.

o Sunday Cinema
Series: "Hearts and
Minds,'' 7 p.m. in
SURC Theatre, $3

single admission.
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O"Winter
Adventure

Series:" Outdoor Pursuits and

Rentals begins gear
swap.
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Centrars site not broken,
don't fix what still works

Writer tells hard
tacts in lion Rock
by Amy Sitzler
Staff reporter
Central Washington University students have the opportunity to hear
fiction and creative writers speak firsthand about their work and engage participants with their writing experiences
at the Lion Rock Visiting Writers Series.
"We felt it was important to bring
working writers to campus to serve as
models and to discuss their work with
our students," said Judith Kleck,
an assistant professor in the English
department. "The series provides our
students a link to the larger world
of serious writing."

·''[The readings]
are intimate and,
sometimes,
surprising food
for the mind.''
SYLVIA SHURAVLOFF'

ENGLISH DEPARJMENT
STUDENT INTERN

The Lion Rock Visiting Writers Series
features special guests sponsored by the
English department. This is the second
year Central has been able to provide a
series that allows people to read and
discuss their work.
"Before I had gone to any of the
readings, I didn't have any expectations
about them," said Sylvia Shuravloff, a
student intern in the English department. "Aside from making the pro_cess
of professional writing more real for
me, I've been entertained, educated
and inspired. So now when I go to the
readings, that's what I expect."
Shuravloff said the readings are like
a one-person theater show.
"They are intimate and, sometimes,
surprising food for the mind," Shuravloff
said.
Lisa Norris, a fiction writer and English professor at Central, will share her
work at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 7
in the Mary Grupe Center.
Norris has written fiction since she
was a child and formalized her education with a M.A. in Creative Writing
from American University in 1982.

She taught at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University (Virginia
Tech) for 15 years, with a year of teaching at Minnesota State University before
receiving the position as an assistant
professor at Centra I.
"As a new faculty member, I'm glad
for the opportunity to introduce myself
and my writing to the [Central] community," Norris said. "I am delighted to be
back in the West, having lived in Idaho
and Oregon for 10 years before I went
east to finish my education."
Her book of stories, "Toy Guns,"
won the 1999 Wi Ila Cather Fiction
Prize and was published by Helicon
Nine Press.
In this book, Norris describes the
impact of violence on women in our
culture. It took her 12 years to write her
collection of short stories.
Through examining the characters'
lives in this book, the issues of danger
from both physical and emotional
violence are addressed.
Norris has published poetry, fiction
and nonfiction in other journals such as
Fourth Genre, the Notre Dame Review
and an anthology published by Random
House called "Kiss Tomorrow Hello."
"Her protagonists are gen.erally
women experie,n cing some crisis in
their lives or who are the victims of violence," English professor Joseph Powell
said. "Often we don't get the _motives
for the violence, so it seems even more
gratuitous and malevolent. These stories
leave a chilling residue."
The series gives students the opportunity to learn fro~ writers who have
past experience in the field.
"This series creates an opportunity
for writing students... to meet and
ask questions of working authors, to
pick their brains a little and come
away with some valuable information,"
Shuravloff said.
While it might appear that only English majors are interested in the event,
anybody who Ii kes to read and write are
encouraged to attend.
Kleck said students in her general
education classes that attend these
readings are surprised at how much
they enjoy listening to writers read and
speak about their work.
She hopes that the series wiU both
enlighten and inspire listeners across
disciplines.
"All writers will tell you they get
energized by listening to the work of
others," Kleck said. "Writing is a lonely
and difficult process. Readings feed
writers of al I levels of experience."

I have a daily routine every
night when I get
home from
class. This little
ritual consists
of opening up
Firefox and
proceeding to
Eric
tab open al I of
Haugland
the most imporCopy Editor
tant bookmarked pages
of my collection. Because, for me, the
day doesn't really begin until I know
what is happening on MySpace.
Occasionally-a Web site will mix .
it up a little. Silently, I think, ''Oh cool
they finally started using Flash."
Sometimes, however, my day wi!I
get completely turned on its head. And
this is the case with Central Washington University's latest rendition of its
home page.and Safari features. No
more silent thought, but now an angry
<;>utburst.

"What the hell happened here?"
your 'Go! with XHTML' hand books
Now, do not get me wrong, change . and step away from the computer."
is good, but not when it comes about
After my anger subsided over
for zero reason whatsoever.
this newest adaptation of a formerly
Web sites should follow the adage
familiar Web site I managed to sign
that has been impregnated in us from
in to Safari.
wise aunts and witty grandfathers
Awesome, following three familiar
everywhere: "If it ain't broke, don't
years of knowing exactly where I need
fix it."
to click to get stuff done, I have to figApparently the zero-hassle, noure it out all over again. Granted, this
holds-bared simplicity of Central's
is something I can easily do, but it is
home page was too much to ask for.
not something I want to do.
Instead of being greeted by easyNothing has changed. Where are
to-access links we now get difficult to
all the sweet new added features?
scroll over frames that are redundant
Maybe if it were easier to navigate, I
beyond belief.
would know. Instead I just·close Safari
Clicking anything on the new
out of utter disgust.
home page instantly brings up the
I cannot fathom why these changes
same old pages completely unaltered.
were made to the home page and
Why even bother updating the home
Safari with zero notice from anyone.
page if the rest of the site is going to be
Were students complaining with the
the same old story?
current interface?
Maybe they are planning to graduTh is new home page seems to be a
ally update the entire site, and I hope_
totally haphazard attempt at progress.
this is the case, because then they can
Unfortunately it is also a step in the
listen when I say, "Stop! Just put down
completely wrong direction.

Gender symposium d
9 dares to explore sexes
by Kayla Schroader
Staff reporter

A small boy plays with a Barbie
doll against his parents' wishes, a
teenage girl lathers her face in coverup in an effort to fit in at school and a
"dominant" male employee struggles
under a female supervisor as the battle
of the sexes rages on.
Americans have come a long way
from the classic image of the successful businessman and his well-groomed
housewife, but the battle isn't over.
Alynne Greenwood, junior elementary education major, said that in
today's society, femininity can often
be used to avoid consequences, such
as late homework assignments or
speeding tickets.
"Women are [still] at the disadvantage because we don't get taken as
seriously [as men do] with issues such
as sports and politics," Greenwood
said. "We get put second [to men]."
Paul Richards, junior undeclared,
looks at the issue on gender roles
from a social point of view.
"Guys are more straightforward
and simple," Richards said. "I can say

whatever I want about my friends
without worrying about hurting someone's feelings."
In hopes of spreading knowledge
and awareness on gender issues, Central Washington University's Center for
Student Empowerment is hosting its
third annual gender symposium. The
event will be held from 11 a.m. to
3 p.m. on Nov. 7 and 8 in the Student
Union and Recreation Center ballroomr free of charge.
The gender symposium will feature
nine guest speakers focusing on a variety of gender topics, from parenting to
relationships and sexuality.
"This year's symposium is much
different [from past years] because

there isn't a specific topic," said Kayla
Shelton, Center for Student Empowerment gender" program coordinator.
"Presenters are able to choose their
own topics, so [the symposium] will
be broader and students will have the
opportunity to pick and choose which
segment they want to attend." .
Phil Backlund, professor of communication studies, teaches gender
studies and will speak at the symposium on Wednesday, Nov. 7 at 2 p.m.
"Many people get role bound, or
restricted by their roles," Backlund
said. "Students need to learn more
about gender roles and how to expand
them, along with how to communicate
effectively with the other gender."
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Volleyball sweeps weekend
homestand (Page 13)

Scotchmer leads group to
regionals (Page 15)

Wildcats top Augustana on Homecoming
by Curtis Crabtree
Asst. Sports editor

moving late in the third quarter behind
the rushing of Huber.
After a fumble by Lopez gave the
The homecoming football crowd left Vikings the ball on the Wildcats' 22-yard
Tomlinson Stadium on Saturday with line, the Vikings gave three straight carexactly what they had hoped for: a win.
ries to Huber, including a seven-yard
The Central Washington University touchdown run with just over a minute
Wildcats (6-1, 4-1 NCC) defense got the to go in the third to bring the score to 20team jump started early in the first quar- 10.
ter. Sophomore defensive tackle Mitch
Reilly connected with senior wide
Reffett sacked the Augustana College receiver Chris Rohrbach on the second
Vikings (3-7, 1-6 NCC) quarterback play of the fourth quarter. Rohrbach
Daniel Milius and forced a fumble. The made a leaping attempt for the end zone
ball was recovered by senior linebacker but was knocked out of bounds on the
Bret Stray and returned 23 yards for the two-yard line.
first touchdown of the game. The touchReilly finished off the drive six plays
down was the first of Stray's collegiate later with a three-yard touchdown run to
career.
put the Wildcats up 27-10.
"[The fumble] was pretty big," Reffett
Huber continued to wear down the
said. "They'..re a tough team and it was Central defense in the fourth quarter. He
good to get the momentum in our favor." had one reception and three carries for
A 24-yard field goal by kicker Ryan 48 yards on the scoring drive, including
Grossman got the Vikings on the board a 15-yard touchdown run, giving him·
late in the first
two for the day.
quarter.
The Vikings
Wildcat
''we're excited to be failed to close the
defensive · back
gap any further as
Jerome Williams ,
the
Wildcats
winning, but we
a
sophomore,
closed out a 27-16
forced running
to move to
aren'thappywith 7-1 victory
back
Jeremy
7-1 on the season
Huber to fumble
and 5-1 in the
either. We feel we
on Al.igustana's
North
Central
first possession of
Conference
should be
(NCC).
the second quarter.
"We're excited
undefeated.''
Both offenses
to be winning, but
had trouble movwe aren't happy
DURRELL Moss,
ing the ball in the
with 7-1 either,"
second quarter as
Moss said. "We
SENIOR FULLBACK
the defenses stole
feel like we should
the show. Each
be undefeated."
Reffett, Moss and Williams were votside had five consecutive possessions
without scoring.
ed players of the week by their teamThe Wildcats were able to pin the mates. Reffett took the honor for the
Vikings inside their own five-yard line defense, Moss for the offense and
with five minutes to play in the half. Williams for special teams.
Central didn't give up a yard and forced
"It's fun to be offensive player of the
Augustana to punt from deep in their game," Moss said. "Especially since the
own territory.
fullback position is such a thankless
After the punt, the Wildcats started position to begin with."
their next drive on the Augustana 32Sophomore linebacker Buddy Wood
yard line. Two completions, one to soph- earned NCC defensive player of the week
omore tight end Jason Murphy and the honors with a career-high 16 tackles.
other to senior fullback Durrell Moss, got
Central moved up one spot in the
the Wildcats down to the one-yard line.
d2football.com media poll to 14th. The
Senior running back Johnny Lopez Wildcats remained 17th in the American
punched in the score on the following Football Coaches Association poll and
play as the Wildcats took a 14-3 lead fourth in the NCAA Division II Northinto halftime.
west Regional rankings.
Central was able to add to their lead
This weekend, the Wildcats travel to
on the first drive of the third quarter. A ·Mankato, Minn., to take on the Universi17-yard kickoff return by Williams and a ty of Minnesota State-Mankato Maverfollowing facemask penalty allowed the icks (4-5, 2-4 NCC).
Wildcats to start the drive near midfield.
The Mavericks are currently on a
Junior quarterback Mike Reilly con- two-game losing streak with a 27-13 at
nected with Moss for 17 yards to get the home to the St. Cloud State University
Wildcats down inside the 10-yard line. Huskies on Oct. 20 and a 34-23 defeat
Then Reilly and Moss hooked up again at the hands of the University of South
three plays later on a swing pass for a Dakota Coyotes last weekend.
touchdown.
The Wildcats, who are currently ridSophomore kicker Garrett Rolsma ing a six-game winning streak, have to
missed the ensuing extra point, giving the avoid letting their guard down this weekWildcats a 20-3 lead.
end. With the second-ranke~ University
"Coach Baldwin, he's the offensive of Nebraska-Omaha Mavericks (8-0, 6-0
guru," Moss said. "He called the play NCC) coming to Ellensburg to end the
like he almost knew what coverage they regular season on Nov. 10, Central
were going to be in and it freed me up to needs to make sure they don't overlook
Minnesota State and suffer a let-down
make a play."
Augustana finally got their offense against the Mavericks of Mankato

Brianne Jette/Observer

Senior linebacker Bret Stray (4) returns a fumble for a touchdown with Augustana running hack Jeremy
Huber (40) holding on. It was Stray's first collegiate touchdown and part of a 27-:16 victory over the Vikings.

Curtis Crabtree/Observer

Sophomore linebacker Buddy Wood (40) looks to swat down a pass from Augustana quarterback Tyler Schulte
{16) last Saturday. Wood earned NCC defensive player of the week honors with a career-high 16 tackles.
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Norris leads Vollevball to weekend sweep
by Joseph Siemandel
Staff reporter

Maggie Schmidt/Observer

Sophomore middle blocker Erin
Norris attacks the net against the
Yellowjackets last Thursday.

spots and make sure the serve is in."
Norris set a school record Thursday;
her 60 aces on the season beat the old
Bouncing back from a loss like the record set in 1994 by Jennifer Godinho.
one suffered by the Wildcats against She also improved to second in the
Western Washington University on Oct. Great Northwest Athletic Conference
18 can be tough, but the Central Wash- (GNAC) in aces.
ington University women's Volleyball
Junior middle blocker Rachael
had a good strategy on how to .
Schurman added six aces and 12 kills
Last Thursday, a fired up Central against the Yellowjackets. She leads the
team defeated the Montana State team with 336 kills so far this season.
Billings Yellow Jackets in three games, Senior liber Erika Stevens, who ranks
30-13, 30-19 and 30723. Then on Satur- third in digs in the conference, added
day Oct. 2 7, Central defeated the Seat- 24 more to give her 411 on the season.
tle University Red Hawks in another
"We are all pretty self-motivated to
sweep, 30-23, 30-21 and 30-25.
play well," Schurman said. "We stay
"On the trip home from Bellingham, intense and feed off of each others'
we didn't talk about the game," head energy on the court."
coach Mario Andaya said. "We knew '
Saturday night was no different for
that we needed to focus on ball control the fired-up Wildcat team. Norris lead
and defense next week at practice."
the Wildcats with 16 kills against the
On Thursday, the work paid off for Red Hawks, while Schurman chipped
the Wildcats. Lead by the outstanding in with 10 kills and six aces.
play of sophomore middle blocker Erin
Stevens recorded 30 more digs, putNorris, the team out hustled a Yellow ting her just 14 away from breaking the
Jacket team that has now lost four of all-time school record. Junior setter
their last six matches. Central set a Maggie Olson led the Wildcats with 37
school record with 21 aces in the assists.
match, seven from Norris.
The weekend sweep was the sec"I just focus on getting the ball in ond this month for Central, improving
play and being consistent with my their record to 10-13 overall and 9-5
serves," Norris said. "I just try to hit my in GNAC play.

Maggie Schmidt/Observer

Sophomore liber Deidre Scheidt bumps the ball into play during last
Thursday's game against Montana State Billings. The Wildcats wrap up
the regular season with two home games next week.

Tonight, Central will play against the
Northwest Nazarene Crusaders. The
Wildcats will try to avenge a close 3-2
loss to the ha_nds of the Crusaders on,
Oct. 6 at Nicholson Pavilion.
Then, on Saturday, Nov. 3, Central
will travel to Seattle to take on the Seattle

Pacific Falcons. Central defeated Seattle
Pacific on Oct. 4 and hope to sweep the
season series against the Falcons.
"It is going to be a tough road trip
with some really good competition."
Andaya said. "We just continue to get
better and have a lot of fun."

Men's soccer ed!)es Washington State, taHs to Eastern
by Frank Stanley

senior forward and club President junior forward David Moore took the
Andrew O'Brien. "Both teams had . opportunity to charge the goal and lob
opportunities to score, but we both the ball over the keeper's head, closing
Wildcat fans can only dream of a made a lot of mistakes."
the gap to 2-1.
football game between Central WashingThe lone goal of the game came late
"I saw his throw slip and I knew I had
ton University and the Cougars of Wash- in the second half, near the 71 st minute. to get it in," Moore said. "I just chipped it
ington State University. Even more so, Sophomore forward Ryan Lang took off over his head. We all felt that we had the
fans can only see a Central football vic- on a fast break from midfield and pinned momentum this whole game, and that
tory in their fantasies.
the ball in the left corner of the goal, really helped."
All of this, of course, is hoping for a behind Washington State's keeper.
Shortly after Moore's goal, the Wildwin in American football.
"All I could think about was 'we're cats were back on the offensive. The play
In the realm of European football, the going to Florida," Lang said. "I made the of the game came at the 73-minute
Wildcat men's club soccer team defeat-, kick and started thinking 'please, please mark, when an Eastern defender
ed the Cougars 1-0 last Saturday, Oct. make it in' before it got to the net."
received a hand ball penalty in the goal
2 7, to advance to the final round of the
The final game was a heart-stopping box, prompting a penalty kick. O'Brien
inaugural Northwest Collegiate Club match between Central's balanced group took the kick and hit the right corner of
Soccer Conference (NCCSC) tourna- and the quick-strike offense of Eastern. the goal, just out of the keeper's reach.
ment.
The Wildcats quickly found themselves
At the end of regulation, the referees
Then, on Sunday, Oct. 28, the Wiid- in a 0-2 hole in the first half from two called for two 15-minute "golden goal"
cats played a thriller against the Eastern immediate goals from the Eagles' high- periods, where the next goal would win.
Washington University Eagles, but lost in powered group of forwards, one just One period was all the Eagles needed to
overtime 2-3.
edging by lselin on a corner kick and the sneak the final goal in, stamping their
If victorious, the Wildcats would other on a fast break from midfield.
ticket to Florida and ending Central's
have played for the national title at the
"Our defense played a good game," bid.
National Intramural-Recreational Sports O'Brien ·said. "Both of their goals were
The Eagles' bench charged the field
Association (NIRSA) Collegiate Soccer small mistakes on us."
as a tired Wildcat team slowly made
Sport Club Championships at the UniThe game's second half began with their way off.
versity of West Florida in Pensacola, Fla.
the Wildcats' foundation rattled, but they
Regardless of the outcome, O'Brien
Saturday's game was an offensive continued to fight hard. Late in the half, was proud of what his team accomstruggle for both teams as possession much like the Eagles' two scores, the plished.
constantly bounced back and forth on Wildcats managed to capitalize on two
"We really can't focus on the negathe Community Fields. Both defenses key mistakes.
tive," O'Brien said. "It was a good seaheld strong to keep the game scoreless
Around the 60th minute, the Eastern son, we have a lot to be happy for."
into the first half with key blocks from goalkeeper recovered the ball on a shot
Central goalkeeper Ajay lselin.
attempt, but his hand slipped and had
"It was a really scrappy game," said his throw-in come up- very short. Central
Copy Desk Chief

Frank Stanley/Observer

Central junior forward Freddie Sanchez turns the ball upfield last
Saturday against Was)tington St~te Vniversity. The Wildcats won, 1-0.

Frank Stanley/Observer

Senior forward and team President Andrew O'Brien gets by an Eastern
Washington University defender during last Sunday's game at Central.
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Five dav trips worth the walk
by Dan Camman
Special to The Observer

Kareen Black/Observer

Junior defender Shawnna Chastain looks to control the hall during last Monday's 2-1 victory over Saint Martin's University.

Women's soccer
winding down
Western Washington comes to
Central to close 2007 season.
by Christien Neuson

Central held a 1-0 lead well
Staff reporter ·
into the second period as well as
tallying up 14 attempted shots to
Senior leadership, recruiting
a lowly three from the Saints.
In the second half, the Wildcat
and an outstanding freshman core
women came out with the same
are three key elements that have
brought a season of progress and
pumped enthusiasm. Freshman
forward Kelsey Penn scored her
great aspirations for the future to
the Central
eighth goal
Washington
of the seaUniversity
son at the
69-minute
women's
soccer team.
mark off of a
Freshpass
from
man defendsenior forer Donisha
ward Hilary
Calhoun is a
Davidson.
walk-on this
"I
just
year under
made
a
head coach
good run at
Michael Farthe
goal
rand,
who
with a great
assist from
personally
KELSEY PENN'
scouted CalHilary, I was
houn at an
able to flash
FRESHMAN FORWARD
Emerald
around the
defender for
Ridge Community College game a year ago.
a score," Penn said.
11
Adjusting to the division II
At the 74-minute mark, with
level of play has been hard; girls
the score at a 2-0 advantage, the
are bigger, Calhoun said. "It's
Wildcats entered freshman goalmore aggressive and time conkeeper CJ Balstad in relief of
suming when it comes to balancstarter Amber ,Easterbrook. Seven
ing school, though the seniors are
minutes later, Saint Martin's
nice, and go out pf their way to
responded with their only goal of
help us understa.nd c.ollege life."
fhe ga111e from freshman midfieldOn Saturday, Oct. 27, the
er Kaycie Donatelli.
Wildcats travelled to W~stern
The final scar~ was 2-1 as the
Oregon University for their final
Wiidcat women handed Farrand
away game of the season. Central
his SOth win as .a coacr at Cenlead 1-0 the entire game until sur~
tral.
rendering a penalty shot to the
"On a personal level, I really
Wolves with six minutes of play
like Coach Farran·d," Calhoun
l"eft in the seconq half. After two
said. "He uses motivation and
overtime periods, the final score
positive feedback to get his playwas a 1-1 tie.
, - ers' attention.'~
On Monday, Oct: :29, the
'. Tne Wildcats.. wrap· :up their
Wildcat women were af home'' season this ' Saturday hosting
facing Saint Martin's University.
Western Washington University
The visiting Saints proved to be
with kickoff scheduled for noon .
less worthy contenders for the
· "For our seniors, it's their last ·
Wildcats.
game .and you know emotions
Sophomore forward Michelle
will be running high because it's a
Mohn scored her first collegiate
rival game," freshman forward
goal at the 39-minute mark during
Kaycie Hutchins said. "Beating
the first half. The free kick was
the Vikings earlier this season at
twenty yards from the goal · and
their place was a huge confidence
Mohn sliced past Saint's _goalboost for us and we would really
keeper Breanna Klasen for the
like to finish out the season with a
score.
victory."

''w·1th a great assist·
from Hilary [Davidson] , I was able to
flash around the
defender for a
score.

''

Autumn is upon us; it's time to bundle up and enjoy the great scenery of Kittitas County. The weather is still holding
up and remains at a manageable temperature during daylight hours. A great
way to fully appreciate the vibrant colors
and all that fall offers is to get out and go
for a hike on one of the numerous trails
that Washington has to offer.
Hiking this time of year has specific
challenges that should be addressed
before heading out into the wilderness.
Trails with higher elevation may even
have a mild blanket of snow covering
the trials.
Wearing proper attire to keep warm
is a vital necessity. Dressing in layers of
clothes is the best way to stave off the
brisk winds and cool temperatures of the
fall. Also, be mindful that hunting season is also in full swing. A bright orange
vest is recommended by the Kittitas
County Parks and Recreation Department while trekking through hunting
areas.
Another concern of hikers like Nick

Schmitz, an Eagle Scout, is the lack of
Miller Peak Trail: Being four miles
help if something happens in the woods.
long, it's a mid-length hike, but the eleJust as he has been taught, the advice he
vation difference is a challenging 2,675
wants to give all hikers is "be prepared". · feet. Be ready for a steady climb as the
Carry extra clothes and emergency suppath weaves up into the mountains.
p Iies on a just-in-case basis. Being
Devils Gulch Trail: This 4.8 mile trail
stuck outside for a few days is a very real
climbs 675 feet, making the trail an easy
possibility. Even with the heightened elehike. The serene atmosphere of the
ment of danger, Schmitz almost prefers
woods makes for an incredibly enjoythis time of year to hike.
able trek.
"Fall is a great time to hit the trails
Teanaway Wilson Stock Trail: This
because it is usually fairly void of peo5.6 mile trail climbs a substantial 1,087
ple. You can really get lost in the beauty
feet into the surrounding territory. Scenic
of the area," Schmitz said.
views make every mile an experience
Employees of Outdoor Pursuits and
that will be remembered long after the
Rentals urge everyone to go with a friend
adventure is over.
or at the very least, inform others of
High Creek Trail: At a relatively flat
where they're going and when they will
3.4 miles that changes only 475 feet
return. Informing a friend of hiking plans
throughout the hike. If you're looking for
could save a life.
a short jaunt in the forest this might be
Out of all the hikes around the area,
the hike for you.
here are five trails great for day hiking to
Keenan Meadows Trail: The elevation
consider before winter takes grasp and
difference of 876 feet is spread along 5.8
the snow cover becomes too much to
miles of wilderness. Numerous increditraverse. All five trails originate from the
ble views of the changing leaves show
Haney Meadows Campground, outside
the beauty this time of year offers. Blazof Cle Elum, only to embark on a jouring oranges and vibrant yellows mix
ney into the landscape that is a distinctly
with deep reds to form an extraordinary
unique adventure for each trail.
scene.

Sonics tip on season this week
It's that time of
the year to put on
a jersey and kick
back
on
the
couch
because
it's basketball season once again.
Every year, each
team starts out
Ryan Larsen
with a clean slate,
Staff reporter
looking for a
chance to make it
to the big show. Every team hopes their
offseason additions will be enough to
put them in the hunt for the championship and not playing for a better lot- ·
tery pick in the draft.
The Seattle Supersonics were a
team going into the offseason looking
to sign key players and help the team
once again return to be a contender in
the western conference for the 20072008 season.
The Sonics did one thing right in the
offseason, in drafting Kevin Durant, a
small forward from the University of
Texas. Dur'ant will be an instant teamchanging player for the Sonics, just like
Lebron James was for the Cleveland
Cava Iiers when he entered the league in
2003. He is a team leader and take control of games the moment he steps on
the court. ·
However, by drafting Durant, the
., Sonics are looking to rebuild around
· . the future star. The team de~lt team cap. tain and ·all-star shooting guard Ray
. Allen to the Boston Celtics for shooting
· guard. WaHy ,Szczerbiak, point guard
Delonte West and rights to Boston's
first round pick, who was small forward
Jeff Green from Georgetown University.
It has been made clear to me that
the Sonics have no intenti0n of contending this season. I believe this young
team will be rebuilding for the next two
to three years-because they don't have
the talent and experience to be contenders in the west.
When the Sonics drafted Durant and
traded away Allen and lost all-star small
forward Rashard Lewis to free agency,
they immediately went into the Lebron
James or Kobe Bryant situation. This situation is when a team will solely put
the team's fate on one man shoulders to
win a championship.
To make matters worse for the Sonics
and its loyal fan base, the new owners
plan on trying to move the Sonics away
from Seattle. Owner Clay Bennett and
his partners aren't happy with Key Arena
and' want a new arena built for the team

that matches current NBA arena standards, but the city doesn't like the idea
of paying for another sports arena.
The city of Seattle is still denying the
owners the money to bui Id a new arena, in response Bennett and his partners
decided to take the lease to the Key Arena to arbitration in an attempt to get out
of the lease.
The lease to the Key Arena holds
until Sept. 30, 2010. The judge in the
arbitration .case ruled on Monday Oct.
29, that the Sonics must hold to their
lease and play in Seattle until the lease
is up.
So, don't worry yet Sonics fans, it

•

looks as if we will have our team for the
next three years. Hopefully in that time
the owners will get a deal done for a
new arena in Seattle or somewhere else
in the King County area. But it seems
pretty clear at the moment that the
owners of the Sonics don't want to stay
in Seattle.
AS'for what my outlook on the Sonics season, I really don't see them doing
any better than being in 12th place in
the West. The Sonics will struggle with
the lack of talent and experience this
season, but don't fret you still will be
able to see the next big thing in Seattle,
Kevin Durant.
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Three time all-conference
finisher leads Wildcat race
by Nichole Bowers
Staff reporter
Mental strength, perseverance and
the heart of a lion doesn't come to one
through ge11etics. Anyone can be talented and unique without following in
another's footsteps. It's always nice to
run your own race and say that you
reached the finish line.
· When people look at senior Sam
Scotchmer, in his final year of cross
country at Central Washington University, it's easy to recognize what it takes
to put his best foot forward.
Scotchmer has claimed all-conference honors three years in a row and is
one of five runners in Great Northwest
Athletic Conference (GNAC) h.istory to
do so.
"The highlight of it all for me personally is the enjoyment and the simplicity of the sport; that is what gets
me," Scotchmer said.
Throughout his running career at
Central, Scotchmer has lead the men to
numerous victories and helped move
Central's program in a positive direction. Scotchmer will compete again at
regionals. From there, he will have a
chance at Nationals. ,
The course of Scotchmer's running
didn't just start yesterday. Scotchmerfirst
joined the cross country and track team

back in the eighth grade at Valley View
middle school in Snohomish, Wash.
"I've always enjoyed running,"
Scotchmer said. "My dad jogged a bit
and my mother ran as well. Rumor is,
my mom was a fai~ly good runner but
only ran one year in college."
Scotchmer continued to run during
high school, where he developed a

''The highlight of it
all for me personally
is the enjoyment
and the simplicity of
the sport.''
~AM SCOTCHMER, SENIOR

CROSS COUNTRY RUNNER
greater appreciation for the sport.
"Not much is needed, just you and
the outdoors. I find that running is
relaxing and I really enjoy the exercise
which is good for your health," Scotchmer said.
Scotchmer expressed that the most
challenging component of cross country is the commitment.

"[It takes] a lot of dedication. Six
days a week is a lot to do on top of
school and work," Scotchmer said.
The people that make up the team
play a large role in Scotchmer's life.
Including his teammates and head
coach Kevin Adkisson, Scotchmer
described them as some of his "best
friends."
As most people know, academics
come before athletics. Scotchmer, who
is majoring in geography here at Central, takes his grades pretty serious.
"I really enjoy the subject manner,
the diversity of the material and I
respect the teachers."
The 2007-2008 academic year is
Scotchmer's senior year. Therefore,
both his academic career and his wildcat athletic career are close to an end,
but Scotchmer plans to stay active in
running.
"I plan to compete, but not as competitive and with more flexibility. I
think that it will be nice to not have as
much structure and run for fun/'
Scotchmer said.
Scotchmer, along with six other
Wildcat men and a team of seven Wildcat women, has a couple more days of
practice and preparation for the NCAA
Division II West Regionals on Nov. 3 at
Eagle Island State Park located in Eagle,
Idaho.

Makayla Lee/Observer

Scotchmer has claimed all-conference honors three years in a row and is
heading to the NCAA Division II West Regionals on Nov. 3.

Great coaching guides men's rugbv team to success
by Nick Scotti
Staff reporter
Central Washington University is
home to one of the most successful and
respected rugby clubs in Washington
state. Despite being a club sport, the
Wildcats have a long tradition of consistently participating and beating
schools with student enrollments that
dwarf the number of students that
attend Central.
The Pacific Northwest Rugby Football Union, the league in which Central
participates, includes the University of
Washington, Washington State University, the University of Oregon and Oregon State University.
All of these schools, other than Central compete in Division I-A in all other
sports. Central has not only been competitive, but has found a lot of success
against these schools.
Central's success can be attributed
to a number of things, but it all comes

down to great coaching.
Central's head coach, Jason Ray, has
been coach of the men's _team since
1994 and has an outstanding overall
record over that span, including leading
teams as far as the Division I Sweet 16
national tournament twice. Ray has been
instrumental in making Central a hotbed
for rugby talent in the Northwest.
The assistant coaches, Bob Ford and
Tony Pacheco also bring their own
amount of rugby knowledge and experience to the table.
Ford, who played rugby at Western
Washington University, has been an
assistant coach at Central for four years.
He recently returned from France, where
he was the club manager for the United
States national team. The team, known
as the Eagles, vied for the Rugby World
Cup, the biggest rugby competition in
the world.
Tony Pacheco, a former player of
Ray's, played for Central for five years
and now continues to compete at the

highest club level in America, playing
for the Olympic Club in San Francisco.
Since Pacheco lives and works in Yakima, he gets his training in during the

contribute when I can."
Last year, the Wildcats' season ended
when they lost to University of California
Davis in the regional playoffs in March.

''It's exciting to think about what these
gt;iys are capable of.''
TONY PACHECO, AsSISTANT MEN'S RUGBY COACH
week while helping out with the coaching aspects of the Central squad.
"It's tough not being able to attend
all the games," Pacheco said when talking about leaving weekends to play for
the Olympic Club. "Luckily, I get some
weeks off and I am able to come and

The Wildcats return a solid squad of
players, and even though they may
have lost some key seniors, have a
number of younger players that have
stepped up, looking to continue the tradition of winning to which the club is
accustomed.

Coach Pacheco pointed out a few
different players that stand out as possible leaders for the team. Players such as
Captain Jonathan Douglas, junior fullback Mike Nelson, and junior winger
Devin Snyder.
"I didn't even think about it until
now, but we have a fairly young team,"
said Pacheco. "It's exciting to think
about what these guys are capable of."
The Central Washington University
Men's Rugby Club will begin their 26th
regular season Saturday, when they host
the Washington State University
Cougars. Central has four league games
this fall, before they and the rest of the
league break for the winter. The regular
season resumes with the rest of the
remaining schedule in February. ·
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Sophomore Spevak having acareer season
by Ryan Larsen
Staff reporter

''Basketball was my first love in sports. At

This year's Central Washington University football team has a much different look to it, a winning attitude that has
been established to the team. One of the
reasons the te.am has done so wel I th is
season is because of the production
from sophomore wide receiver Johnny
Spevak.
Spevak's desire to win has helped the
Wildcats go 7-1 overall and 5-1 in the
North Central Conference.
"Right now I am pretty happy with
the way we are playing and hopefully we
can get into the playoffs," Spevak said.
"It's been awhile since we have been
there."
Spevak wasn't always a wide receiver
in football. In high school, he started as

NC1'f\ Division 11
N.
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3. North Dakota 7·1
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10.Mk
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17.
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18.

St;ate7-2

19.
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20. Indiana of Pennsylvania 7-1
21. Midwestern State 7-2
22. Mesa State 8-1
23. Newberry 7-2
24. Winona State 8-1

25. Virginia Union 8-1
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first, I wasn't much of a football guy, but
now it's pulling ahead of basketball.''
JOHNNY SPEVAK, SOPHOMORE WIDE RECEIVER

quarterback for Puyallup High school.
When he came to Central the coaching staff converted him to the wide
receiver position.
"Learning and running the routes is
the hard part but catching the ball is the
easy part," Spevak said.
Spevak has had a lot of success this
year on the field and it's no coincidence
that it has been because of the new
coaching staff.
"The coaching staff has been a lot better this year. Coach Baldwin has done a
good job calling plays and giving me more
freedom on the routes," Spevak said.
This season Spevak has already surpassed last season's touchdown total
with ten, and is.on pace to break his season total receiving yards of 754 from last
year.
Some of the other reasons he has

been on target this season is due to good
chemistry between him and junior quarterback Mike Reilly.
"I think I have become Mike's go-to
guy this year." Spevak said
Spevak's statistics show the kind of
success he's seen this year. He is leading
the team in receptions with 54, total
receiving yards with 741, and 10 receiving touchdowns this year.
Among his teammates, it's hard to
dispute that Spevak is Reilly's go-to man.
Senior wide receiver Chris Rohrbach
is second to Spevak in yards (422),
receptions (29) and touchdowns (4).
He even threw his first career touchdown pass at the Battle in Seattle on Oct.
20. Spevak found sophomore tight end
Jason Murphy in the endzone on a
reverse pass.
Football isn't the only passion in his

Maggie Schmidt/Observer

Sophomore wide receiver Johnny Spevak (84) struggles against University
of Minnesota-Duluth defensive back Stanley Edouard (23) on Sept. 22.
life as he plays basketball in the winter for
Central's men's basketball team. Spevak
intends on playing for the basketball team
this year but not until football is finished.
"I really don't focus on basketball
until football is over," Spevak said.
If the team continues their current

success through the season and post-season, Spevak could potentially focus on
football until the end of November.
"Basketball was my first love in
sports, at first, I wasn't much of a football
guy but now it's pulling ahead of basketball," Spevak said.

